"In Cupid's Garden"
by Nora Corbett

An impish cherub pours "beads" of water from a silvery watering can in this latest edition of Nora Corbett's holiday cherub series. Because each cherub in the series is the same size and similarly colored, you can easily begin a collection which can, through the years, become a charming set of cherub pillows, a framed grouping, or a very special hand-stitched baby quilt.

Best of all, this quick-to-stitch design is yours free, along with the warmest holiday greetings, from all of us at Mirabilia Designs.

Happy 1998!

Stitched on 52 count Span Silver linen from Wichelt Imports.
Alternate fabric Zweigart "52 count Belfast" Platinum linen.
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.
Design area is 5 1/4 x 5 1/4 with a stitch count of 50 x 50.

Beads by Mill Hill
02026 Glass Seed Bead
Blends are one strand each.

Stitching Instructions

Backstitch with one strand:
Eyebrows and lips with 433
Face, shoulders, and hands with 356
Design border and watering can with 844
Wing with 310

Backstitch with two strands:
Eyelashes with 310
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